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Birth of AFFM
During August 24 - 26, 2011, representatives of agricultural workers and small farmers
met in Karen State, and independently and democratically established the Agriculture and
Farmer Federation of Myanmar (AFFM). Today, the AFFM boasts a membership of 36,000,
(of which 8000 are women) through 547 basic level unions in 12 states and divisions
within the Republic of Union of Myanmar.
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Preamble
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Though the country of Myanmar is showing positive signs in developing democratic
governance, difficulties in advancing the AFFM’s agenda arose in 2013. During the past
year, the AFFM experienced some challenges that threatened the steadfastness of the
group; however the strong message of the AFFM and dedicated efforts of its organizers and
members ensured the promotion of the organization’s aims. The AFFM has and will
continue to effectively represent small farmers and agricultural workers and provide a
platform for social equality; the organization continues to promote of its democratic
principles and carries out the role of an independent trade unions federation.

The AFFM expresses great appreciation to the IUF and IUF AP for their encouragement. The
support of this organization was very helpful for those who work in the farm and
agricultural sector, especially during periods of the organizational and administrative flux.
The AFFM would also like to express gratitude to ILO Liaison Office in Yangon, ILO Special
Advisor of FoA in Myanmar, ILO National Program for Migration and ILO ACTRAV.

Policy of AFFM
About the AFFM
Myanmar’s political climate is changing. As time and activism usher in hope, we are
witnessing positive reforms and a shift towards democracy as dated policies are being left
behind - paving the way for more development opportunities. According to observations
made by the Asia Development Bank in 2012, Myanmar is one of the fastest growing
economies in Southeast Asia; it has expanded its GDP by nearly 8% a year, making it well
on its way to becoming a middle-income nation.

More than 67% of Myanmar’s populations (60.62 million) are farmers and agricultural
workers; of that group, most are below the poverty line. It is imperative this demographic
be included in the country’s reforms during a period of such extensive political and
economic change. So as not to be left behind, the creation and maintenance of trade unions
in which everyone can be included in the decision-making process and economic reform, as
well as protected and educated on their rights, is essential.
In August 2011, we established the AFFM based on the needs and living conditions of
agricultural workers in Myanmar’s various states and divisions. After building the AFFM,
we applied for registration from the president under the labor law that was released on
October 11th 2011. The AFFM was not granted permission to register based on Chapter 1
Article 1/b, a law that had recently been implemented. The government law, which was put
into effect on February 29th 2012, states that in order to create a trade union one must
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register first at the basic level (township, division or state level), then at the federation
level, and finally on a countrywide level. We are now restarting our process following the
Chapter 1 Article 1/b.
In a country where 67% of the population works in agriculture, it is our civic responsibility
to support this sector in order to increase production and country development.
Implementing modern agricultural techniques and creating a strong union will promote a
more prosperous and peaceful life in Myanmar.
There are various ethnic groups in Myanmar, each with their own culture and language.
Owing to this, assembling as one nation in the fight for democracy and development has
proven difficult. Albeit challenging, to escape from poverty we must all unite and work
together to strive for a peaceful future. Creating a trade union for farmers and agricultural
workers that educates and protects workers’ rights is an important step toward
democracy.

Policy of AFFM
The Agriculture and Farmer Federation of Myanmar (AFFM) is a democratic trade union
which is committed to assisting the men and women of Myanmar’s agriculture and farming
sector as well as those working in food production. The AFFM is an independent and
internationally recognized federation that works to:







Maintain close relations with trade union movements throughout various countries
worldwide

Provide international trade unions with solidarity in an endeavor to strengthen,
enhance the influence, and support activities in the defense and promotion of the
interests and rights of agricultural workers and small scale farmers
Participate in the restoration of democracy in Myanmar

Initiate the process of national reconciliation in Myanmar
Promote and attain the goals of its organization

Goals

I.

The AFFM is committed to improving the current disposition of agricultural workers
and farmers within the country of Myanmar. The organization’s objectives include:


Working to reach an agreement of social justice
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Acting in full responsibility to ensure the fundamental rights of workers in all
capacities
Establishing and executing collective bargaining and social dialogue
Finding solutions for unemployment and underemployment
Preparing and executing worker education and training especially through the IUF
and ILO training guidelines

Recommendation

As a federation working towards inspiring social change within Myanmar, the AFFM
focuses on core principle recommendations to improve the plight of agricultural
workers in the country. Suggestions for improvement are founded on the AFFM’s belief
in the necessity for universal respectable treatment of workers.


The AFFM deems all forced labor and forced relocation as unacceptable and calls for
the termination of such practices.

 The organization is against all kinds of discrimination and works to end harassment
of agricultural workers.


III.

The organization disapproves of forced child labor and is against the use of children
in dangerous jobs.

Teamwork for implementation

The AFFM is a well-structured independent group that works in conjunction with
several organizations. It has initiatives set up with other labor unions as well as several
media associations and international organizations.
The executive body, standing committee, and board make up the AFFM’s principal team.
The federation encourages members to be seasoned trade unionist and to participate in
the social dialogue of the organization. The AFFM implementation techniques include:



Training, seminar, studies and publications (which will be conducted more often
in the near future).

The implementation of programs for Occupational Health Safety and
Environment in the field, for farmers and those in the agricultural sector.

Obstacle and Challenges

The AFFM faced 2 kinds of challenges in the year 2013.
I.

Internal organizing
Trade unionism is a very new culture for Myanmar’s people. Participants, who are
currently involved in the AFFM, had limited exposure to the role of trade unions and
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labor standards prior to joining the organization. Most current members have
joined the AFFM in order to resolve land issue.

Others have joined for specialized individual interest. Questions such as "Will I get
something from your organization if I join the union?"; "Why do you collect the dues
from farmer?”; “Does the AFFM distribute things like medicines, foods, money or a
chance to go abroad?” are often asked.
A major challenge in the AFFM this past year, was the suborning of members under
the misguided allure of compensation. Claims were made that promised members
‘they will get to bargain for their land; be sent to a training that will award a high
compensation/per diem; will give members a chance to participate in the
international meeting; will salary those who organize 100 farmers."

Some regional leaders were also unwilling to work in teams and the
superciliousness of these members stagnated progress.

II.

The AFFM executive committee and standing committee have resolved these issues.
By encouraging participation in training sessions, inviting members for individual
discussion, and changing the duty and position of certain members, all of the
internal obstacles and challenges are have successfully been fixed before the year
2014.
Local authorities
Local authorities greet the autonomy of farmers and workers with hesitation; it is
feared these agricultural workers will become more vocal and challenge the law
when they are strong. Some orders still exist which prohibit the assembly of more
than 5 people. The labor organization law allows establishing of the union but
government officials do not want to accept the word of union (Tha Ma Ga).
The AFFM executive committee deals with the Register General and Department of
Labour to solve the problem between local authorized persons and the leaders of
basic union.

Structure and Secretaries

After the Worker's Forum which was held on 29 - 30 April of 2013, the AFFM decided to
change some key positions of leadership to promote valuable activities. Brother Zar Ni
Thwe was elected as a general secretary by 47 of AFFM's executive committee members
and central standing committee members on 3rd May 2013.
After diligently working for 3 months, AFFM desires to extend its leadership for full
responsibility of activity teams and secretaries.
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1. Defense of Human and Trade Union Rights
2. Promotion of social justice and democratic
trade union movement
3. Improvement of worker's status in cultural,
political, social and economic field
4. Struggle against poverty, unemployment and
under employment
5. Advancement of peace and security
6. Launching of Occupational Safety and Health activities
7. Attracting young worker to trade union membership and ensuring their
participation and involvement of activities.

The management of the affairs of the AFFM are in the hands of the Congress, Central
Executive Committee, Central Standing Committee and the General Secretary - whose
respective authorities are ranked in the order indicated.
Congress

Central Executive

Secretaries for:
Central Standing
Committee





General Secretary





Secretaries


Regional Offices
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Affairs
Committees

Administrative Department
Finance Department
International Affairs
Department
Organizing Department
Information Department
Education and Project
Department
Human and Trade Union
Right Department

Regional Office:






Women
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Affairs Committees:

Southern Office
(Maw La Myine - Mon State
for lower Myanmar)
Upper Myanmar Office
(Mindone – Magway
Division)
Head Office (Yangon)







Youth Committee
Women Committee
Emergency Relief
Committee
Legal Assistance Committee
Economic Research and
National policy Committe

The AFFM recognizes the position of women in society, from all walks of life - be it those
from the household, farm, garden, and plantation as well as industry, trade unions and any
other sector. The repression of women in Myanmar enables the low social status women
suffer in almost all regions of the country. The AFFM holds the view that any change in the
economic and political status of women is to be accompanied by a perceptible change in
their social status.
On 8th March 2013, the AFFM's women committee joined with the IUF APRO Women
Committee's activity of International Women’s Day. It was conducted in the south Dagon
industrial zone, Yangon and coordinated by the IUF Women’s Committee. The female
members of the AFFM, MITU (Myanmar Industrial Trade Unions Federation), PTU (Private
Teachers Union) were in attendance.
The International Women Day
addresses the following topics:






Equality at work

Sexual Harassment

Maternity Protection

Precarious Employment
OHS for Women

Action Plan of AFFM’s Women’s Committee:
1. Revitalize the function of Women Committee in Township level, State or Division
level and national. (include their participation in CBA negotiation)
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2. Organizing more women members in each member union

3. Holding the education program for women and men on gender and women issues.
4. Training for trainer on using “One for All, All for One” Manual
5. Survey on the discrimination against women

6. 2014 International Women’s Day celebration

The AFFM Assistant General Secretary
Sister Hnin Win Aung attended the IUF AP
women committee meeting on 23rd
October 2013.

Youth
The AFFM’s youth committee adopts the following direction to enhance young workers in
various states and divisions within the ranks of the trade union movement:
o Preparing
young
trade unionists for eventual
leadership positions
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o Promote awareness
of environmental issues,
child labor, forced labor,
drug abuse, and AIDS. More
importantly such
community outreach
programs will ensure that
public support will not be
lacking when the trade
union movement needs it
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o Build trade union
friendships network
amongst people of different

nationalities, languages,
culture, tradition within
country

Education and Training
Education and awareness are absolutely essential for Myanmar’s working people.
Education and training programs have been among the core activities of the AFFM and its
affiliate organizations from their inception. One of the intentions of the AFFM is "to prepare
and execute worker education and training especially through the IUF and ILO training
guidelines.

Approach
Basic level trade unionism awareness workshops provide insight on the role of trade union
(What is a Trade Union? What Does a Trade Union Do?), and set up teamwork activities and
practice group discussions. The AFFM has done 10 courses of basic trade unionism
awareness training.

Among the most prominent of the trainings, is the Advanced Leadership Course; the course
was conducted twice during 2013. Aiming at broadening the perspective of promising
trade union leaders on the challenges and issues facing the trade union movement, the
course has provided knowledge and know - how about strategic planning and decision
making in union works.
Core skills (Presentation, Negotiation Skills, Individual Action Plan), Collective Bargaining,
National Economic Policy, Organizational Development, National Land Policy and Issues,
Core Labor Standard) are provided in the Advanced Leadership Course.
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The Faces Behind the curtain

Zar Ni Thwe
General Secretary

Hnin Win Aung Assistant
General Secretary

Lay Lwin, Secretary
Information
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Than Than Htay
President

Kyaw Win, Secretary
Education and Project

Mhan Tun Wai, Leader
of Emergency Relief
Committee
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Myo Myint
Vice President 1,

Yin Aye, Secretary
Organizing

MYint Myint, Leader of
Women Committee

Khin Maung Oo,
Vice President 2,
Administration

Khin Khin Soe,
Secretary, Finance

San Myint,
Treasurer
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Phyu Phyu Aye,
Assistant Secretary
Education and Project

Kyi Oo,
Assistant Secretary
Administrative

Aye Thi Khaing,
Assistant Secretary
HTUR

Women Committee

Khin Mar Cho
( Yangon )

Ma Hla Hla Win
( Bago )

Thidar Aye
(Kachin)

Ye Ye Htay
( Shan State )

Nan Hla Hla Win
( Shan State )

Youth Committee

Ye Win Naing
(Aye Yar Wady)

Thet Aung
(Ba Go )

Ni Lar Moe
(Mon State)
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Khin Maung Oo`
( Ma Gway )

San San Tun
(Shan State)

Myint Myint Aung
( Shan State )

Soe Naung
( Karen State )

The Reports
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1. Activity Report, April - May 2013 ............................................................................Annex 1
2. Activity Report, July - August 2013 ........................................................................ Annex 2
3. ILO - AFFM Training Program Activity Report .................................................... Annex 3

End:
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